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Introduction

Successful management of mining operations depend on the

accurate and reliable measurement of performance as a
monitoring instrument in a feedback and control loop.

However, when changes are being considered, the probable

effect of the change on bottom line results requires different
measuring techniques incorporating an in depth understand-

ing which can identify hot spots in the operation which

exhibit strong sensitivity to change.

The CSIR's Division of Mining Technology has therefore

been devoting a considerable effort to the establishment of

techniques which enable changes to be analysed in terms of

their impact on the two key parameters describing mine
performance, Le. profitability and safety. This paper de-

scribes these techniques, outlines their application to some
example situations and discusses planned enhancements.

The first section of the paper addresses the profitability
model, and this is followed by a section considering the

mine safety model.

The mine profitability model

It is trite to state that profit is equal to revenue minus cost

and yet, when profit is measured in Rands, revenue in

Rands per gram and costs in Rands per ton, it is easy to see

how the message can be diluted. In the 1980s, the common

wisdom in the gold mining industry was that the hoisting of

more tons was a solution to falling profits as, with higher
tonnage, overhead costs would be distributed over a larger

base and costs per ton hoisted would be reduced. The
argument is correct but the flaw was that the grams of gold

in each ton hoisted were also reduced, resulting in revenue
decreasing at a faster rate than costs; the net result of lower

working costs was thus lower profits. Currently, substantial

effort is being spent convincing the authorities of the need to

work a seven day week with the argument being similar:
spread the overheads over a greater base. However, the

more effective way to increase profits is through the

introduction of new technology, and in this context new
technology is any technology which is not being used by the

mines. The new technology can be introduced as new tools,

new mining methods, or new procedures.

Fundamental to determining the effect of new technology

on profitability is an in-depth understanding of typical
running cost distribution on the mines.

Working cost distribution

Mine working cost control procedures tend to be structured
around management responsibility areas. Usingthis system,
for example, direct mining costs associated with the mining
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production departments may be categorized broadly into
stoping, development and transport costs. Services costs
associated with these activities,such as ventilation and
refrigeration costs, are not considered as environmental
services costs,while chargesrelating to supervisory labour
are regarded as general or management services costs.

Although appropriate for operational control purposes,
responsibility-based approaches such as this, because of
their generalized nature, are not suitable for determining the
true cost of mining activities required for the financial

evaluation of new technology. This, rather, requires a cost
allocation system which acknowledges the actual mining
activitiestaking place rather than how the operation is being
managed.

The generalized nature of the 'responsibility-based' cost
accounting system is illustrated in Figure 1; the values used

in this figure are taken from a representative deep level West
Witwatersrand gold mine for the period April 1990 to June
1990. A high percentage of these costs (46%) are allocated
to services. To ascertain the true distribution of working
costs between the primary mining activities of development,
stoping, transport, reduction and genuine overheads, a

series of linked LOTUS 1-2-3 spreadsheets has been created.
This model adopts a total cost approach and accounts for all
costs, direct and indirect. Results from using this model to
redistribute the service costs are presented in Figure 2,
which shows that stoping and development influence 64 per
cent of total mining cost, compared with 39 per cent when
using the 'responsibility-based' approach.
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Overheads
6%
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Support 21%
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Rockbreaking 31%

lStores 45%

Skilled 44%

Unskilled 43%

Figure 2-Activity costing

Economic modelling

Having developed a method of redistributing both the
management cost and the statistics information from
responsibility costing to activity-based costing, it was then
possible to develop an incremental analysis type economic
model which would provide a rapid means of estimating
changes to working cost and revenue following changes to
the mining system. The model is shown schematically in
Figure 3 and is used to compare a proposed change to a
system with an existing mining method. To facilitate
comparison, the model is structured around a 'Minimum
Production Unit' consisting of a single-sided raise connec-
tion. This unit of comparison can be varied to suit local
requirements but must remain small enough to allow
comparison of the component parts of the new mining
system, layout or technique.
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Figure 3-Schematic representation of model structure
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It must be stressed that using this approach results in the
evaluation of proposed changes relative to a performance
'snapshot', which is relevant only to the mine under
consideration. However, it is anticipated that the trends
which are established will be applicable to similar operations
within the mining industry.

Using the model, the profit sensitivity to the parameters
of dilution, face advance rate, and development ratios has
been evaluated for a marginal West Rand gold mine using
conventional stoping techniques.

Dilution

In narrow reef mining, the main causes of dilution are the
mining of a stoping width in excess of the channel width
and the digging of large gullies. Improved stope width
control can be achieved through the use of controlled
rockbreaking techniques, either explosive or non-explosive,
and effective stope support systems which control fractured
rock under both dynamic and static loading conditions. The
size and extent of the gully system are almost entirely
dependent on the rockhandling method used. Figure 4
shows the impact on profitability of variation in both stoping
width and gully cross-section. Stoping width shows the
highest sensitivity, a 10 per cent change resulting in a R 10/
ton change in working profit. For this particular mine, gullies
are small and their excavation has a limited effect on
profitability.

Face advance rate

Increased rates of face advance are desirable as they lead to
a concentration of mining activities and associated cost
savings, which are achieved through minimizing the
reticulation of services to the mining activity and through
intensified utilization of equipment. Figure 5 shows the
improvements in face advance rates, and their effect on
profitability, following changes to mining cycles, lost blast
rates and advance per blast. It is interesting to note that a
change from a blast cycle of once every three days to twice
every three days would increase profitability by R12/ton
milled. By obtaining the maximum advance which could be
achieved from 1,2 m long holes drilled at 70° to the face, a
cycle of blasting every second day would increase profitabil-
ity by R14/ton milled.
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Figure 4-Effect of stope width and gully cross-section on
profitability
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Reduced off-reef development

A reduction in waste mining will result in reduced working
costs through improved labour utilization and lower use of
consumables, coupled with increased ore hoisting capacity.
Development ratios, measured in m2 (of stoping)/m (of
development), can be increased by improving mining
layouts through the utilization of new technologies that
increase the distance, in both dip and strike, over which rock
and material can be transported. Figure 6 shows the effect of
changes in primary development (footwall and cross-cut
excavations), secondary development (raising and
boxholes) and in-stope development (dip and strike gullies).
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In this example, the maximum benefit comes from primary
development with a 20 per cent change in development ratio
resulting in a profit increase of less than R3/ton milled.
However, the major savings possible from reducing the
number of levels were not included in the analysis.

Additional analysis

Using the economic model described in the previous section,

a further eight miningoperations have been analysed in the
period June 1993 to March 1994. These miningoperations
included gold and platinum, the depths varied from 100 m
to 2800 m and the mining methods evaluated included
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Figure 6-Effect of primary, secondary and in-stope development
ratio on profitability
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QUARTERL V ANAL VSIS DECLARED RESULTS OF OPERATIONS FOR THE

OF WORKING RESULTS
GOLD

ORE PRODUCTION WORKING REVENUE WORKING COST (b) WORKING PROFIT

MILLED (a)

kilograms GRADE Per Per Per

REF MINE metric line grams per Total metric Total metric Per Total metnc

NO tons metric ton ton milied ton milled kilogram ton miled

1000 TOTAL mllied R1000 R R1000 R R R1000 R

A. GOLD PRODUCERS (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

(inciudlng producers 01 uranium as a
by-product)

1 Barbenon 32 295.0 9.22 11265 35205 9732 304 14 32991 1533 4791

2 BlyvoorUltzlcht 481 1559.0 3.24 57809 120.18 60599 12598 38870 2790 580

3 Bracken 6.0 58.82 306 300000 985 9856.86 164167 679 665886

4 Buffels!ontein (Buffeislontein Section) 547 35000 640 132043 241 39 109815 200.76 31376 22228 4063

4A Buffelslontein (Bealrix Section 534 3401.0 6.37 128463 240.57 77632 145.38 22826 50831 9519

5 Deelkraal 367 2202.6 6.00 87784 239.19 70552 192.24 32031 17232 4695

Doornlontein 328 949.4 2.89 38149 116.31 34850 106.25 36707 3299 1006

Onelonteln Cons. (East Orielontein) 715 75060 10.50 296756 415.04 140676 196.75 18742 156080 21829

7A Dnefontein Cons. (West Drielontein) 710 7628.8 10.74 303129 426.94 157209 22142 20607 145920 205 52

7B West Orielontein Reclamation 358.2 14377 7021 7356

8 Durban Deep 523 10980 2.10 40192 7685 47643 91 10 43390 7451 1425

9 ERP M 748 18890 2.53 73152 978 77364 103.43 40955 4212 563

10 Elandsrand 548 4264.0 7.78 169171 308.71 108476 197.95 25440 60695 11076

11 Free Stale Cons. 6066 28147.0 4.64 1130863 186.42 910293 150.06 32341 220570 3636

lIB Free State Cons. Metallurgical Scheme 629.0
12 GrooNlei 120 660.0 5.50 24859 207.16 21788 181 57 33012 3071 2559

13 Harmony - Underground Operations 1514 5111.0 3.38 189371 125.08 187584 12390 36702 1787 1 18

13A Harmony -SunaceOperation 97 2150 2.22 7965 82.12 2364 2438 11000 5601 5774

14 HaMbeesrtonleln (High Grade) 798 73420 9.20 287947 36084 202838 25418 27627 85109 10868

14A Hartebeesllontein (Low Grade) 491 712.0 1.45 28489 58.02 11340 23.10 15927 17149 3492

15 H J Joel 149 8860 5.95 33736 22642 33017 221.59 37265 719 483

16 Klnross 477 3195.0 6.70 122256 256.30 77534 162.55 24267 44722 9375

17 Klool (KlooD 540 7527.8 13.94 300830 557.09 156354 289.54 20770 144476 267 55

17A Kiool (Leeudoorn) 315 2213.6 7.03 88673 281.50 73859 234.47 33366 14814 4703

17B Kloof (Libanon) 465 2685.1 5.77 107155 23044 97307 20926 36239 9848 21
'8

18 Lestle 104 689.0 666 26412 25519 19280 186.28 27983 7132 6891

19 Loraine 467 15350 3.29 63880 13679 61808 132.35 40266 2072 444

20 Rand!onteln 2037 81187.0 4.02 320578 157.38 226784 111.33 27701 93794 4605
21 SI. Helena (SI. Helena) 200 1349.0 6.75 52351 261.75 40156 200.78 29767 12195 6097

SI. Helena (Oryx) 10 12.0 1.19

- SlIIlonlein 275 274.0 1.00 10445 37.98 8921 32.44 32558 1524 554

23 Unlsel 150 944.0 629 36202 241.35 31188 207 92 33038 5014 3343

24 Vaal Reels 2951 19239.0 652 756907 25643 519641 17605 27010 237266 8038

25 Western Areas 586 4300.0 734 158112 28688 124338 21218 28916 43774 7470

26 Western Deep Levels 1688 11210.0 6.64 445349 263.83 308113 18253 27486 137236 81 80

27 Wlnkelhaak 415 2730.0 658 104507 251.82 84235 202.97 30855 20272 4885

TOTAL & AVERAGES 25448 144449,5 5,64 5859483 221,92 4101296 180,95 28541 1558187 60.96

Rand Mines Millin9 1058.1

Other 2089.8

TOTAL 147597,4
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Table 1

Analysis of working results - gold mining members of the Chamber of Mines - October to December 1993

ANALYSIS OF WORKING RESULTS - GOLD MINING MEMBERS OF THE
CHAMBER OF MINES - OCTOBER TO DECEMBER 1993

.working loss
In addition. gold production by non-chamber members has been ascertained to be 9892.2 kgs

Free State Cons North & South Regions merged on 1 April 1993 to form Free Stale Cons. Gold Mines

Free State Cons. Gold Mines Metallurgical Scheme's working profit IS Included in the sundry revenue of Free Sl.ate Cons

However. the production is excluded from 9rade calculations for industry totals

Onefonteln Cons. (West Drielonteln)- The goid production revenue. costs and profits from the reclamation plant are ",cluded

in Industry totals but are excluded Ira m grade. costs per kilogram and per ton mlled calculations for and Industry totais

St Helena (Dryx Mlne).- Ore milled and gold production included In totals but excluded from COSIS per kilogram and per

ton mllied calculations lor industry tolals

Bracken and Manevafe ceased Chamber membership as from 1 November 1991
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trackless, scattered and longwall mining methods. The
purpose of this section is to summarize the results obtained
from the analysis.

Working costs

1Ypical results for the gold mining members of the Chamber
of Mines are shown in Table 1. From this table it can be
seen that costs in Rand per ton milled vary from approxi-
mately RII0/ton to approximately R290/ton. Costs lower
than R 11 O/ton usually imply that the mine is milling
surface rock from its rock dumps. The mining operations
sampled had working costs which varied between R95/ton
and R22S/ton. The lower costs were associated with
particularly well run sections of the mine.

Percentage distribution of working cost by activity

The bar chart shown in Figure 7 shows how the working
costs are distributed as a percentage of total working cost.
Even though working costs varied by a factor of 2,4 the
distribution of activity costs was remarkably consistent
with stoping accounting for close to 40 per cent of costs
and the other four elements accounting for approximately
15 per cent each.

Activity cost distribution - stoping

Stoping accounts for close to 40 per cent of total mining
costs and Figure S compares the costs of the various
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Figure &-Activity cost distribution - stoping
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stoping activities. The basic mining activities of rockbreaking
and rockhandling make up nearly 60 per cent of stoping
costs. Thus stope rockbreaking and rockhandling account for
25 per cent of total working cost and changes in either
activity will not only change working costs but may
dramatically change mining methods and overall mine
profitability.

Activity cost distribution - development

Development accounts for 15 per cent of total mining costs
and Figure 9 shows the cost of the various development
activities. The total cost of driving a development end
heading averages at Rl27/ton or, for a 3,5 x 3,5 m heading,
R4200/m developed. The high cost of development end
rockbreaking (47,31/ton) compared with stope rockbreaking
(RI7,50/ton) reflects the benefit of an additional free face in
stoping. The high cost of development rockhandling
(R31,66/ton) compared with stope rockhandling (RI5,OS/
ton) shows the difficulty of loading rock in a confined area.
Considering that the South African gold mining industry
drives approximately 1000 km of development heading per
year, the industry would benefit from improved development
end rockbreaking.

Activity cost distribution - transport

Totalcost of transportation of men, material and rock
between surface and stope or development end accounts for

IAverage R15 - OB/ton I

!Average R17 - 50/ton I
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13 per cent of total mine working costs. If all transport costs

are converted to Rand/ton trammed then horizontal trans-
port costs account for R7,92/ton and hoisting costs are

Rl0,35/ton, as shown in Figure 10.

Activity cost distribution - metallurgical and
overheads

Figure 10 shows the activity cost distribution for the

metallurgical processing and those overheads that cannot be

distributed. Metallurgical costs are typically 20 per cent of
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Figure 9-Activity cost distribution - development
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total cost and average R29,26/ton treated. Overheads are 13
per cent of total cost and average R18.60/ton milled.

Sensitivity to change

Direct changes in working costs will have an impact on

profitability. However, it is also necessary to evaluate the

benefits from change in layout and more efficient stoping

operations. Figure 11 shows the impact of changes in
development ratios, increase in face advance rate, and

decreasein stopingwidth. .
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Figure 1O-Activity cost distribution - transport, metallurgical, and overheads
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